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POLICY BRIEF 

The Lowy Institute is an independent policy think tank. Its mandate ranges 
across all the dimensions of international policy debate in Australia — 
economic, political and strategic — and it is not limited to a particular 
geographic region. Its two core tasks are to: 

• produce distinctive research and fresh policy options for Australia’s 
international policy and to contribute to the wider international debate 

• promote discussion of Australia’s role in the world by providing an 
accessible and high-quality forum for discussion of Australian 
international relations through debates, seminars, lectures, dialogues 
and conferences. 

Lowy Institute Policy Briefs are designed to address a particular, current 
policy issue and to suggest solutions. They are deliberately prescriptive, 
specifically addressing two questions: What is the problem? What should 
be done?  

This Policy Brief is a publication linked to the Australia–European Union 
Track 1.5 Strategic Dialogue, funded by the Australian Department of 
Foreign Affairs and Trade. The views expressed in this paper are entirely 
the authors’ own and not those of the Lowy Institute or the Australian 
government. 
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KEY FINDINGS 

• The Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific 
Partnership (CPTPP) is a twenty-first century trade accord that 
aims to secure a level playing field and rules-based trade 
environment in the Indo-Pacific. Yet in the absence of the United 
States, it risks underachieving on this goal.  

• The European Union (EU) is the only global actor with the trade 
preferences and requisite economic heft to provide a similar 
anchoring function for market-orientated trade as was envisioned 
for the United States in the CPTPP. An EU accession bid to the 
CPTPP would require overcoming major hurdles and reservations, 
not least in Brussels. The gains in surmounting them, however, 
would be considerable.  

• Any EU accession process should avoid jeopardising the 
possibility of a return of the United States to the multilateral trade 
agreement. An equivalence regime for regulations where CPTPP 
members are not in alignment with EU standards could in principle 
open the possibility of the EU and the United States eventually co-
habiting within the CPTPP, however remote or delayed the 
prospect. 

• Australia should use its status as a founding CPTPP member to 
advocate for EU accession to the trade agreement. Engaging 
Europe on the future of the multilateral trade architecture in Asia 
presents a key area of potential convergence between Brussels 
and Canberra, following a setback in strategic ties caused by the 
Australian cancellation of a French-led submarine contract.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

What is the problem? 
 
For its members, including Australia, the Comprehensive and 
Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) is an 
important pillar for ensuring a rules-based, market-orientated trade 
environment in East Asia and the broader Indo-Pacific region. However, 
without the United States anchoring the agreement, the CPTPP risks 
underachieving on the original Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) goal of 
strengthening and deepening the “rules of the road”1 for the regional 
trading system. US domestic politics militate against Washington’s 
return to the agreement, leaving the question of the CPTPP’s ability to 
secure regional trade rules and norms in doubt.  

China’s formal request to accede to the CPTPP, made in September 
2021, poses difficult questions for the future of the club, with the 
potential to sow divisions in the existing membership on the way 
forward. The fact that China’s nominal GDP is significantly greater than 
the combined GDP of the 11 CPTPP members, alongside its trade 
centrality in the region, would provide Beijing with strong leverage for 
negotiating exemptions favourable to its state-capitalist model of trade 
as part of accession talks, or for watering down existing commitments 
once a member of the club. 

By contrast, the European Union (EU), with a combined nominal GDP 
equal to that of China, has been notably absent in the debate on the 
rules needed for regional economic integration. Australia and other 
CPTPP members have tended to view the EU as a market, rather than 
a strategic partner in the Indo-Pacific.2 Yet the world’s largest trading 
bloc is also the primary source of foreign direct investment and 
development assistance into the Indo-Pacific region, and the second 
largest trading partner for countries in Southeast Asia behind only 
China.3  
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What should be done?  
 
This paper argues that the EU could feasibly provide a potential 
replacement anchor to secure and drive a CPTPP regional trade 
agenda, with benefits for existing members as well as for the EU’s 
recently announced Indo-Pacific strategy. The EU would enhance the 
CPTPP’s liberal and global character, strengthen its members’ ability to 
maintain the agreement’s high standards, and improve their 
negotiating position with China.  

Australia, as a CPTPP founding member, should advocate for a 
potential European CPTPP accession bid as it aligns with the goal of 
securing a liberal rules-based trade order in the Indo-Pacific region. 
Such a move would be well justified on the basis of the EU’s 
comparative strengths in the international system, and also stands to 
contribute to the diversification of Australian export markets.  

Nevertheless, any move towards EU accession to the CPTPP would 
pose unique challenges for a union of 27 member states. Brussels 
prefers to avoid perceptions of (geo-)politicising its trade policy, which 
in this case means opening itself up to potential Chinese allegations 
that the EU is seeking to contain China. It is also reticent to involve itself 
in multilateral trade agreements that it has not had a role in shaping. 
From Australia’s standpoint, an EU accession bid to the CPTPP would 
also need to be balanced against the risk that it may jeopardise the 
chances of the United States re-joining the initiative at some later date, 
however delayed or remote the prospect.   

The potential gains in surmounting these hurdles and reservations 
would be considerable. Joining the CPTPP would offer Brussels a 
tangible link between its Indo-Pacific strategy and its trade diplomacy 
— the domain where EU institutional agency is strongest. In the 
absence of US leadership on regional trade policy, existing CPTPP 
member states would stand to benefit economically and geopolitically 
from Europe playing a more proactive role in the region’s multilateral 
trade architecture.  

In the long term, and if managed correctly, the EU’s inclusion in the 
CPTPP may even work to incentivise the return of the United States to 
the multilateral agreement. Despite their trade policy differences, 
Washington and Brussels share a clear interest in ensuring a rules-
based market-orientated trade environment in a highly strategic region. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Since its inception in 1995, the World Trade Organisation (WTO) has 
largely failed to make substantial progress on twenty-first-century 
trade issues. In the context of stalled multilateralism,4 multi-country 
regional Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) are viewed as increasingly 
important vehicles for driving trade integration between willing 
partners.5 As geopolitical tensions in the Indo-Pacific have escalated 
since 2016, these mega-regional trade agreements have also taken on 
increased geoeconomic significance.  

The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), signed between 12 Pacific 
countries in 2016, was the centrepiece of the Obama administration’s 
strategic pivot to Asia. It was designed to counter the growing influence 
of China’s state-capitalist trade model in the region and its associated 
preferences concerning the role of the state in the economy.6 When 
President Donald Trump withdrew the US signature from the 
agreement in January 2017, one senior China analyst observed: “The 
TPP was the way to get China to address a lot of what we’re now trying 
to get them to address with tariffs…It may be the biggest strategic 
mistake the United States has ever made.”7 While this may sound 
hyperbolic, it reflects the importance of high-quality, twenty-first-
century trade agreements in an era of increased competition between 
economic systems and models of governance.  

Modern trade relations offer countries greater prosperity by providing 
economies of scale and comparative advantage. They also foster 
greater economic interdependence through the convergence of rules 
and norms that regulate production and trade of goods and services, 
as well as a host of behind-the-border activities. Consequently, modern 
FTAs shape international standards of economic governance in a way 
that post-war agreements focused on cutting tariffs and quotas did not.  

Following US withdrawal from the TPP, it was Japan’s leadership and 
status as the next largest economy in the grouping, alongside 
Australian support, that ensured the trade initiative was revived.8 
Despite the change in acronym to the CPTPP, the new agreement 
signed in March 2018 is nearly identical to the TPP, save for a small 
number of suspended provisions relating to intellectual property that 
the United States had sought, but of which other parties were not 
particularly supportive.9  
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Through harmonising and deepening trade ties between CPTPP 
member states, the agreement aims to provide a corrective to China’s 
ability to skew regional trade in favour of state capitalism by virtue of 
its growing market dominance. The CPTPP also provides a more 
meaningful model of regional trade integration than the Regional 
Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP). The latter is a shallow, 
ASEAN-centric10 trade agreement, which amongst other things lowers 
tariffs and reduces rules-of-origin barriers for members, but unlike the 
CPTPP has low or no commitments on labour, the environment, 
intellectual property and state-owned enterprises (SOEs). Thus, RCEP 
requires far less domestic reform commitment from China than entry to 
CPTPP accession would demand. 

 
 

The request by China to accede to the CPTPP, while not unexpected, says 
much about Beijing’s desire to influence regional trade architecture in the 

absence of US leadership. (Image: Ian Taylor/Unsplash) 

US domestic politics currently militate against the possibility of 
Washington’s return to the CPTPP. President Joe Biden’s razor-thin 
Democratic Party majorities in the US House and Senate, combined 
with Republican and Rust Belt opposition to the agreement and mid-
term elections scheduled for November 2022, mean that re-joining the 
CPTPP is possible, but highly unlikely any time soon for the United 
States. In contrast, China has formally applied to join the CPTPP. The 
request, while not unexpected, says much about China’s desire to 
influence the regional trade architecture in the absence of US 
leadership, and raises fraught questions for the existing CPTPP 
membership on the best way forward, including in relation to China’s 
objection to Taiwan joining the trade pact.11  
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This creates an opportunity for Brussels to step up, and step into the 
CPTPP. The EU has the potential to become a regional trade policy 
counterweight to China, which the European Commission has 
designated as a “systemic rival” since 2019.12 An EU accession to the 
CPTPP would not necessarily rule out China from joining the grouping, 
nor need to be presented as a geopolitically confrontational decision. 
To the contrary, it may make it easier for existing members to 
contemplate allowing Beijing to join the CPTPP on more exacting 
terms. Adding a trading bloc the size of the EU would significantly 
increase the coverage of the CPTPP, solidify its liberal and global 
character, and strengthen CPTPP members’ ability to maintain the 
agreement’s high standards and inclusive nature in possible accession 
talks with China.  

From an Australian perspective, the EU is a mostly like-minded and 
trusted partner, notwithstanding some evident trade policy 
divergences. The EU is already Australia’s second largest trading 
partner and second largest source of foreign investment,13 but the 
relationship is underdone. Furthermore, bilateral relations were 
strained in September 2021 by Australia’s cancellation of its Attack 
Class Future Submarine Program led by the majority-state-owned 
French firm, Naval Group, in favour of a trilateral security pact between 
Australia, the United Kingdom and the United States. As a result, 
negotiations over an Australia–EU FTA, first launched in June 2018, 
appear to have stalled in October 2021 ahead of a twelfth round of 
discussions.14  

An EU accession bid to the CPTPP should not only be welcomed, but 
actively supported in Australia’s capacity as a CPTPP founding 
member. This would help restore much needed confidence and 
momentum in Canberra’s relations with Brussels. As Canberra pushes 
to conclude a comprehensive FTA with Brussels, much of this work 
could also be ported into a European CPTPP accession bid.  

This policy brief is based on two intersecting arguments. First, the 
paper outlines the geoeconomic goals of the original TPP and current 
CPTPP. We argue that the CPTPP’s strategic value aligns with both the 
EU’s Indo-Pacific strategy, and Australia’s interest in securing a liberal 
rules-based trade order. Second, we address the complementarities 
and hurdles to a potential EU accession. We conclude that the former 
outweighs the latter, and on that basis recommend that Australia 
supports an EU accession to the CPTPP. 
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WHY GEOECONOMICS MATTER 
IN THE CPTPP 

The term “geoeconomics” refers to states utilising economic means to 
secure geopolitical strategic goals.15 In the decades following the Cold 
War, trade agreements were primarily about economic outcomes. 
Economic gains are still a crucial part of trade agreements, yet in 
today’s more interdependent but geopolitically contested international 
system, the geoeconomic aspect of such agreements is arguably of 
equal importance. FTAs set the rules and norms of commercial 
conduct, and thereby shape the competition between different models 
of global economic governance. Rules that favour state-led capitalism, 
for example, would disadvantage economies dominated by private 
enterprise, and vice versa. Hence, the strategic value of devising 
regional trade rules is readily apparent. 

 
 

Chinese policymakers reject the concept of competitive neutrality, viewing 
it as discriminatory to state-owned enterprises and have called for World 

Trade Organisation rules to be adapted to reflect this view.  
(Courtesy World Trade Organisation, Geneva, Switzerland) 

 
The original TPP was designed as a hedge against China’s preference 
for entrenching a state-dominated economy. Beijing’s initial market 
reforms paved the way for its entry into the WTO in 2001, but 
subsequently slowed down, and in some areas have reversed.16 State-
owned entities dominate the commanding heights of China’s domestic 
economy, recently estimated at between 23 and 28 per cent of GDP.17 
China’s trade partners are increasingly concerned that SOEs receive 
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unfair advantages through state support. Alongside the issue of 
subsidies, China’s development model — which Beijing promulgates 
internationally — comprises a fundamentally different set of 
governance norms to the liberal trade standards underpinned in the 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and by the WTO. The 
latter, in particular, clearly seeks to distinguish the public from the 
private sector, and enshrines principles of competitive neutrality to 
ensure a level playing field between them.  

For example, competitive neutrality requires special rules to ensure the 
state, including SOEs, competes fairly against private firms in the 
market, in acknowledgement that the state otherwise has a special 
advantage as both the executive (rule maker) and regulator (rule 
enforcer) of market governance. Chinese policymakers reject the 
concept of competitive neutrality, viewing it as discriminatory to SOEs 
and have called for WTO rules to be adapted to reflect this view.18 
Competitive neutrality is not a marginal regulatory issue. Rather, it is a 
foundational principle of the liberal trade order. China’s challenge to 
competitive neutrality is therefore indicative of its desire to reshape 
both regional and global trade rules in the image of its domestic 
political economy. 

The Obama administration viewed the TPP not only as a way to better 
compete with China’s burgeoning trade influence in the region, but as 
a way to incentivise Beijing to engage in liberal market reforms, 
particularly concerning SOEs.19 The TPP was not designed to contain 
China, as some have claimed.20 It was about setting high-quality 
modern trade rules. Accession to the original TPP, and today’s CPTPP, 
is thus open to any economy willing to meet its standards.  

Even in today’s contested Indo-Pacific, it is hardly realistic for CPTPP 
members, particularly those in the region with deep, growing, and 
interdependent trade relations with China, to try to isolate or decouple 
their trade relations from Beijing. Many CPTPP members are also 
members of RCEP, and expressly state they do not wish to choose sides 
in the geopolitical rivalry between the United States and China.21 
Rather, and from a strategic perspective, the original goal was not to 
keep China out, but instead to keep certain aspects of China’s model 
of state capitalism out, and welcome members willing to commit to 
CPTPP rules, including state-dominant economies, such as Vietnam.  

Today’s CPTPP should follow that logic and offer a positive affirmation 
of liberal trade — a club open to any participant willing to play by the 
agreement’s rules. The key will be to ensure the bar remains high and 
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is enforced in practice. The watering down of rules during accession by 
a regionally dominant trade and geopolitical power, such as China, 
poses a real risk in light of the US’ departure from the agreement.22 
Remaining members may hold the course during any accession 
negotiations with China. However, the fact that China’s nominal GDP is 
significantly greater than the combined GDP of the remaining 11 CPTPP 
members, alongside its trade centrality in the region, would provide 
Beijing with strong leverage for negotiating exemptions on accession, 
or outright rule changes favourable to its preferences once a member 
of the club. 

 
 

The EU is the world’s largest trading bloc, and its nominal GDP in 2021 is 
equal to that of China. However, when counting both trade in goods and 

trade in services, the EU is a substantially larger global trading power than 
China. (Kurt Cotoaga/Unsplash) 

This fact offers a window of opportunity for the EU to join the CPTPP 
and thereby anchor the agreement to its rules-based, high-quality 
trade agenda in lieu of the departed United States. The EU is the world’s 
largest trading bloc, and its nominal GDP in 2021 is equal to that of 
China. However, when counting both trade in goods and trade in 
services, the EU is a substantially larger global trading power than 
China.23 As well as serving the EU’s material interests, joining the 
CPTPP would serve the EU’s Indo-Pacific strategy adopted in April 
2021 by the EU Council.24 From a trade standpoint, the EU Strategy for 
Cooperation in the Indo-Pacific seeks “to foster a rules-based 
international order, a level playing field, as well as an open and fair 
environment for trade and investment”,25 all of which are congruent 
with the trade goals of the CPTPP.  
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The trade component of the EU’s strategy aligns with Australia’s 
interests of ensuring that international engagement, in the words of 
Prime Minister Scott Morrison, is “framed by agreed rules and norms, 
not crude economic or political coercion”.26 The CPTPP offers a suitable 
trade vehicle for the EU to drive its Indo-Pacific strategy, while the EU’s 
membership offers Australia another like-minded partner to help 
maintain existing standards for a high-quality mega-regional trade 
agreement.  

In the context of managing China’s rise, Australia and Japan are forging 
ever-closer strategic and economic ties. Japan, the largest existing 
CPTPP economy, already has a comprehensive bilateral FTA with the 
EU that entered into force in February 2019. Australia is currently 
negotiating its own bilateral FTA with the EU. European accession to 
the CPTPP has the potential to cement a strategic triangle to balance 
China’s influence on trade rules and norms in the region.   
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PROSPECTS FOR AN EU 
ACCESSION TO THE CPTPP 

The EU currently has a large number of bilateral trade agreements 
already in force with seven out of eleven existing CPTPP signatories 
(Figure 1), and is in trade negotiations with two more, including 
Australia. Positive trade relations with all eight ratified CPTPP members 
makes the prospect of an EU accession to the agreement favourable.27 
The EU’s progressive trade and rule-making agenda on key issues such 
as subsidies and digital trade governance has the potential to add 
considerable value to the CPTPP’s proposition as a modern, open, and 
high-quality mega-regional trade agreement. EU membership could 
therefore solidify the liberal rules-based orientation of the CPTPP and 
increase its appeal to other states. 
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Furthermore, EU accession would raise the stakes for the United States 
to re-join the CPTPP, or risk losing an opportunity to continue shaping 
standards in the Indo-Pacific region. The theoretical possibility of a 
mega-regional trade agreement that included both the United States 
and the EU would be hugely beneficial to Australia and the other 
CPTPP members, particularly those that currently have no preferential 
access to those markets and would struggle with a large size imbalance 
during bilateral negotiations. However, it would require not only that 
the United States overcome its current free trade scepticism, but that 
a number of divergences between US–EU regulatory preferences be 
resolved. The challenges of cementing a powerful regulatory bloc that 
includes both the United States and the EU would be significant, but 
surmountable. While China is powerful, and set to grow stronger, for it 
to be outside such a combined regulatory group would be challenging. 
Although the prospect is clearly some way off, it is one nevertheless 
worth considering in greater detail by focusing on two examples, of 
complementarity and complication, in a prospective EU–CPTPP 
accession negotiation.  

Convergence: EU rules on foreign subsidies would 
strengthen the CPTPP 
The CPTPP’s Chapter 17 lays out regulations on SOEs, which analysts 
have noted is “aimed at laying down twenty-first century rules for 
China”.28 Some of the CPTPP’s key innovations for disciplining SOEs 
include extending and adapting existing WTO trade rules that require 
SOEs to act commercially and without discrimination towards the 
services sector. This makes the CPTPP more reflective of the significant 
role of services in modern economies. The agreement also elaborates 
on forms of non-commercial assistance with the goal of ensuring a level 
playing field. Given that the EU has a well-developed competition 
policy29 covering antitrust, cartels, mergers, and state aid, CPTPP rules 
that advance disciplines on SOE activity in services beyond EU shores 
should be welcome by Brussels. 

Furthermore, the EU is deeply concerned with the distorting effects of 
dumped imports by Chinese SOEs on the EU internal market.30 In 
response to that issue, Brussels published an innovative white paper in 
2019 seeking to address problems with foreign subsidies.31 The paper 
refers to subsidies paid by non-EU states to entities operating in the EU 
that undermine fair competition in the internal European market. Like 
the CPTPP, the EU white paper argues for expanding a focus beyond 
subsidies in goods production to include ”trade in services, investment 
or other financial flows in relation to the establishment and operation 
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of undertakings in the EU”.32 This is a cross-sector approach aimed at 
ensuring and protecting market competition in the face of challenges 
arising specifically from SOEs and state capitalism, hence highly 
complementary to the progressive competition policy outlined in the 
CPTPP. 

Divergence: EU rules on data privacy may impinge on 
future US accession 
The United States was the driving force behind the original TPP, and as 
its largest economy secured many of its rules and regulatory 
preferences. The CPTPP carried these over mostly without change, 
including digital trade governance rules. There are long-running 
differences between the United States and the EU concerning data 
privacy protection,33 which would pose perhaps the most significant 
hurdle for EU accession talks.  

Federally, the United States takes a sectoral approach that regulates 
privacy for certain types of data, and focuses on ensuring ease of 
commercial use. The EU views data privacy and protection as a 
fundamental human right, and developed its General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR) to ensure high privacy protection and transparency 
standards, harmonisation of standards across the EU internal market, 
and extra-territorial application to non-EU entities’ trading into the EU. 
The CPTPP’s standards are far from the EU’s on personal data 
protection and harmonisation.34 In line with US preferences, the CPTPP 
prioritises ”use” over ”protection”, does not address data protection in 
terms of a human right, and the degree of harmonisation across parties 
concerning data protection ”is set at a level to barely justify digital 
trade”.35 

While these divergences with the EU on digital trade would be a 
significant hurdle if the United States were still a party to the CPTPP, 
without the United States it may in fact be easier for CPTPP parties to 
agree to meet the EU’s requirements for GDPR-standard data 
protection. There may also be scope to use accession talks to further 
enhance the level of harmonisation on data protection in the CPTPP, 
given that it is currently minimal and the agreement seeks to be a 
modern twenty-first-century trade agreement. As previously noted, the 
EU already has FTAs with seven CPTPP members, including Japan and 
Canada. The latter two economies are tightly linked with the United 
States; both have FTAs with the United States, and their regulatory 
approaches in the field of digital trade governance are arguably more 
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reflective of US approaches, yet they have been able to agree digital 
rules with the EU, indicating that convergence is manageable. 

Still, the concern that by admitting the EU into the CPTPP the rules on 
digital trade, for example, could be rewritten according to EU 
preferences, thus resulting in a diminished incentive for the United 
States to re-join, is real. For the foreseeable future, it is unlikely that the 
United States and the EU will be able to bridge their divergent 
regulatory approaches to enable smooth digital data flows between 
themselves.36 Nonetheless, at least two counterpoints are relevant. 
First, the ground is shifting in the United States, particularly in relation 
to anti-trust investigations targeting the big technology companies, but 
also in relation to privacy concerns. Geopolitical contestation with 
China sharpens the latter, so current US preferences, as favoured by 
“big tech” and inscribed in CPTPP rules, cannot be taken as a given. 
Second, the EU does not need to change CPTPP rules per se; rather 
some kind of equivalence regime could, theoretically, be worked out. 
After all, as noted above, Japan and Canada, inter alia, have bilateral 
FTAs including digital chapters with both the EU and the United States. 
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TOWARDS AN OPEN, RULES-
BASED REGIONAL TRADE 
ORDER 

The global trade environment has taken a decided turn for the worse in 
recent years, as geopolitical tensions have risen steadily in the face of 
a new great power rivalry between the United States and China. 
Renewed state-to-state competition has in large part played out in 
trade relations. This reflects the reality of different economic systems 
struggling to find common ground on the shared rules needed for trade 
partners to feel confident they are playing a fair ”game” on a level 
playing field. The CPTPP is designed to create an open, transparent, 
rules-based regional trade order. If trade is currently the theatre of 
inter-state tensions, it can also be the vehicle for constructive 
engagement that is so desperately needed between like-minded Indo-
Pacific stakeholders. For this reason, the CPTPP must be kept open. It 
was neither designed as, nor should become, a tool to contain China. 
Rather, it must remain a foil against Chinese state capitalism, while 
holding open the door for all countries willing to meet the bar for entry. 

An EU accession would offer a suitable alternative anchor for the 
CPTPP to the United States, given the unlikely event of the latter re-
joining the agreement in the medium term. In the long term, and if 
managed correctly, it may even work to incentivise the return of the 
United States to the CPTPP. EU membership would significantly 
enlarge the bloc’s size, as well as maintain and enhance the standards 
already existing in the CPTPP. While the EU’s regional trade diplomacy 
to date has concentrated on bilateral agreements, there is a clear case 
for why focusing on the CPTPP mega-regional trade agreement would 
be a geopolitically astute move by Brussels. EU accession to the trade 
agreement aligns with the EU’s desire to become a more active and 
effective strategic player in the Indo-Pacific, particularly in the domain 
where EU institutional agency and international power is strongest. In 
supporting EU membership, Canberra can enhance ties with a like-
minded partner, strengthen its regional trade leadership and, if 
successful, further secure trade rules and norms in the region that align 
with Australian national interests. 
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